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Learning Objectives
•

Understand how to connect Dynamo Studio to Inventor Professional

•

Learn how to use a skeleton-workflow approach to generate geometry

•

Learn how to capitalize on the capabilities of the improved Frame
Generator inside Inventor

•

Learn how computational design can help drive better decisions for designs
that will be produced

Description
In this exciting demo, we will connect Dynamo Studio to Inventor Professional associatively to
automate the creation of a complex skeleton structure that we can use in Inventor Frame
Generator to form it to a fully functional frame. Here we will learn how to use the optimized
Boolean operation tools to generate production-ready parts to be used in an assembly. Using
this workflow, we can capitalize on a product design workflow to achieve a structural design
result.
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As part of the EMEA Technical Sales Team, Jonathan started in
the Barcelona Hub in March of 2018, working for the Inside Sales
Design & Manufacturing teams. He supports their customers,
engages in marketing activities and enables the sales teams to
get a better understanding of Autodesk’s D&M portfolio, as well as
the industries it serves.
Jonathan’s background lies in Industrial Design, which is why he
loves enabling people to design things that can be made.

Working as a Technical Specialist AEC for the Northern European
region at Autodesk, I’m specialized in the products of the
Computational Design and Engineering portfolio. Within that
domain I support the authorized Autodesk channel partners and
our customers with innovative workflows and solution strategies. I
evangelize the power of computational design with Dynamo in the
building and infrastructure industry. This results in workflows
covering the process from design, analysis, construction to
fabrication for structural steel and reinforced concrete structures in
building and infrastructure projects.
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What is Skeletal Modeling?

Skeletal Modeling (a type of Top-down Design) is a technique that facilitates centralized design
criteria and creates components that reference those criteria. Although many variations of this
technique exist, the basic workflows are as follows.
Note: Use the common origin workflow to derive shape and position to your new components.
Use the position independent workflow to derive shape only. With position independent
components, changes to the position of sketch geometry in your layout do not require
component revisions. Also use the position independent workflow with sketch blocks to create
kinematic layouts; Make Components translates sketch constraints to equivalent assembly
constraints to achieve the kinematic behavior.
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Surface Patches

2D/3D Lines

Solids

In the skeletal modeling method, you put all known factors into a skeleton file. Then you use it
as a base for most of the subassemblies and parts that make up the assembly.
A skeleton file can contain any type of element in any combination. The following is typical
information created in a skeleton file:
1. Sketches Define the concept of the final product or use as a layout of different areas of
the assembly.
2. Work geometry Defines important connection points, axial directions, and work planes
that define assembly levels.
3. Parameters Define important values for part size, angles for placements, and other
known values for the design.
4. Solids Define volumes for final assembly as a single part or for defining subareas of the
design.
Advantages
•
•
•

Simple assembly or component creation.
Easy design modification.
Reference common connections or critical locations from a single file.

Disadvantages
•
•

Slight data volume increase.
Additional creation of skeleton sketches.
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Common Origin
1. Create a single part model, called the skeleton, consisting of base sketches. These
sketches reflect the layout of the assembly components. Position the sketches to reflect
the position of the components in the assembly.
2. Include construction surfaces, work features, and even solid geometry to be used as
feature terminations or reference geometry during assembly component modeling.
3. Establish all critical parameters in the skeleton part. Be sure to name the parameters
appropriately and mark them for Export.
4. Use Make Part, from within your layout, to create a component in your target assembly.
Select the sketches, work geometry, features, and bodies to derive into the component.
The new component is grounded at the assembly origin.
5. Continue to model the primary features of the component from the derived geometry.
Add additional features as required.
6. Repeat these steps for all components defined in the skeleton model. To change the
assembly, edit the skeleton part, and then update the assembly to reflect the changes in
all components affected by the skeleton part.
To avoid crowding the highest-level skeleton with too many sketches and features, derive
additional skeleton parts from the master skeleton to represent or add details for subassemblies.
Tutorial Common Origin
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Position Independent
1. Create a single part model which consists of your 2D layout sketch. The sketch reflects
the primary layout of the components in your assembly.
2. Use 2D sketch geometry and sketch blocks to represent your components.
3. Establish all critical parameters and mark them for Export.
4. Use Make Components, from within your layout, to create new components in your
target assembly. Select the sketch blocks to derive into components. Your layout part is
placed in the target assembly. You new components are constrained to the layout part
using Layout constraints. Constraints between sketch blocks in the sketch are translated
to assembly constraints.
5. Continue to model the primary features of the components.
6. Repeat these steps for all components defined in the layout. Your layout controls the
shape of your components, and their position within the assembly. If you change the
layout, your components are updated accordingly.
Note: Component shape is derived from layout sketch blocks, while component position is
controlled by the Layout constraint. The Layout constraint positions your component relative to
the layout part. As the layout part updates to reflect positional changes in the layout, component
positions in your assembly are also updated. However, since the components have not
changed, revisions to the component design are not required. Only changes to the assembly
documents are necessary.
Tutorial Position Independent
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Autodesk Inventor Frame Generator
Frame Generator can be used to create all kinds of frames for internal or external applications. It is
available in the assembly and weldment environments. In turn, a generated frame can be converted to a
rigid weldment.

Skeleton Part
In order to create a frame with Frame Generator, you first need
a skeleton model as a part file, which can consist of points,
vertices, work points, 2D/3D sketch lines, arcs, ellipses,
splines; line, spline, arc, ellipse edges, surface patches, solids
and/or features thereof.
It is also possible to define the structure of a frame in the
context of an assembly by the command Create Component.
In the finished frame
assembly, each frame member
must have a corresponding
line in the reference skeleton
part.
For this, the skeleton part file
can be placed and thereby
linked to the assembly. Parameters that should be able to drive
the frame geometry can be passed through to the assembly by
selecting Export Parameter in the parameters window of the
skeleton part.

Create Frame Geometry
In the process to insert a frame member into an assembly, you
select a Frame Member family from the Content Center. Then
you define the size, material, and appearance parameters.
After you select the frame member, you select one or more
edges or a beginning and ending point for placement of the
frame member.
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Create Frame Geometry Files
After you have selected to create the frame members, you
select the location and name of the folders, parts and
assembly files the generator will create for you.
Frame members are named by default using the
(Standard)+(Stock Number)+(Unique Number). When you
create a structural frame member for authoring, there is no
default Stock Number to include in the name. Add the Stock
Number manually to maintain the default format of the name,
and to customize the name for an authored frame member.
Note: Stock Number is also used for parts list roll up in
drawings. If you publish structural parts you have used in the
past, the stock number can already be defined.
Frame Generator is integrated with Content Center. You can
define your own frame cross-sections and add them to the
available Content Center libraries for use within Frame
Generator.

End Treatments
After you place frame members onto the structure, you add
end treatments. End treatments specify the miters and cuts to
join them. For a straight frame member with a miter on each
end, such as an angled beam between two opposite inside
corners, the correct frame length computes automatically.

What can I do with Frame Generator?
•
•
•
•
•

Create frame members from vertices and edges of
existing subassemblies.
Build framing directly from other machine
components within an assembly.
Use multiple skeletal models in an assembly.
Create frame members between skeletal models.
Define frame cross-sections and notch profiles and
place them in the Content Center.
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Frame Analysis
As Frame Generator uses a skeleton model for the definition
of it’s members, the frame analysis tool can make use of the
simplified representation of that skeleton model to greatly
increase speed and efficiency when computing simulation
studies of frame assemblies.
For this, the Frame Analysis tool can be used and set
up to simulate real world conditions in order to give
an understanding of the projected performance of the
assembly and make educated decisions on how to
improve on the design.
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What is Computational Design?
Computational design is the application of computational strategies to the design process. While
designers traditionally rely on intuition and experience to solve design problems, computational
design aims to enhance that process by encoding design decisions using a computer language.
The goal isn’t to document the final result necessarily, but rather the steps required to create
that result.

Most computational design environments rely on visual programming as opposed to traditional
text-based programming. With visual programming, you assemble programs graphically rather
than writing code. Outputs from one node are connected to inputs on another. A program or
“graph” flows from node to node along a network of connectors. The result is a graphic
representation of the steps required to achieve the end design.

Connected Outcomes
Outcome based BIM technology helps generate a virtually infinite number of design alternatives.
Start with your desired outcome, then explore a near infinite range of possibilities and produce
optimal designs in a fraction of the time - the power of the cloud helps make this a reality today.
Designers and engineers can generate multiple options, ideas and scenarios more rapidly than
ever before - exploring forms, simulating performance, and impressing clients with optimal
designs.
Computational Design for BIM is an intelligent model-based process that provides a framework
for negotiating and influencing the interrelation of internal and external building parameters.
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In relation to design, computation involves the processing of information and interactions
between elements which constitute an environment. Computational Design provides a
framework for negotiating and influencing the interrelation of both internal and external
properties, with the capacity to generate complex order, form, and structure. By combining the
principles of computational design with Building Information Modeling, a fundamentally new
method of building design is made possible.
Literally, “computational design” means “giving shape with the means of the power of a
computer and scripting”.

Autodesk Dynamo
Autodesk gives an answer to this new challenge in our design world. This solution is called
Autodesk® Dynamo. Dynamo lets designers and engineers create visual logic to explore
parametric designs and automate tasks. It helps you to solve challenges faster by designing
workflows that drive the geometry and behavior of design models. With Dynamo you will extend
your designs into interoperable workflows for documentation, fabrication, coordination,
simulation, and analysis.
More information can be found on www.dynamobim.org.

Optimization
Optimization is the selection of a best element (with regards to some criterion) from some set of
available alternatives.
In its simplest form, an optimization problem consists of maximizing or minimizing a function by
choosing input values from a given range and computing the value of the output function.
From above optimization definition we can conclude that optimization is about finding the best
solution within a set of alternatives. Usually when thinking of “optimization” we have one
objective in mind which is maximized or minimized. This is called Single Objective Optimization
(SOO) and is the process of finding the single best solution to a problem. With SOO you want to
find the best solution by either not taking any other factors of the problem into account, or by
combining all the factors of the problem into one objective.
Optimization in the AEC industry rarely is a single objective problem. Whether working with
design, engineering or construction, finding one optimal solution is rarely possible or desired.
Usually, optimization involves multiple competing objectives, therefore optimization becomes a
matter of finding the best trade-off between these objectives rather than finding the one best
solution
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Generative Design
Generative design is an iterative design process that involves a program that will generate a
certain number of outputs that meet certain constraints, and a designer that will fine tune the
feasible region by changing minimal and maximal values of an interval in which a variable of the
program meets the set of constraints, in order to reduce or augment the number of outputs to
choose from.

Often, generative design used Genetic Algorithms (GA) to perform the “evolve” part.

Genetic Algorithms
A Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a search-based optimization technique based on the principles of
natural selection. GA’s are often used to find optimal or near optimal solutions to complicated
projects, were a brute force method would take too long and use too much computing power.
A GA is a great method to solve MOO problems with, because you can localize more pareto
optimal solutions in a large solution space, in an efficient way. Let’s look at a simple example of
why a search-based optimization technique, like a GA, can be ideal to use for solving MOO
problems.
“I ’m thinking of a number between one and one billion. How long will it take for
you to guess it? Solving a problem with “brute force” refers to the process of
checking every possible solution. Is it one? Is it two? Is it three? Is it four? And so
forth. Though luck does play a factor here, with brute force we would often find
ourselves patiently waiting for years while you count to one billion. However,
what if I could tell you if an answer you gave was good or bad? Warm or cold?
Very warm? Hot? Super, super cold? I f you could evaluate how “fit ” a guess is ,
you could pick other numbers closer to that guess and arrive at the answer more
quickly. Your answer could evolve.
Source: https://natureofcode.com/book/chapter-9-the-evolution-of-code/
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A typical workflow in a structural optimization process is represented in the flowchart below:

Initialization
The population size depends on the nature of the problem, but typically contains several
hundreds or thousands of possible solutions. Often, the initial population is generated randomly,
allowing the entire range of possible solutions (the search space). Occasionally, the solutions
may be "seeded" in areas where optimal solutions are likely to be found.
Selection
During each successive generation, a portion of the existing population is selected to breed a
new generation. Individual solutions are selected through a fitness-based process, where fitter
solutions (as measured by a fitness function) are typically more likely to be selected. Certain
selection methods rate the fitness of each solution and preferentially select the best solutions.
Other methods rate only a random sample of the population, as the former process may be very
time-consuming.
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The fitness function is defined over the genetic representation and measures the quality of the
represented solution. The fitness function is always problem dependent.
For instance, in the knapsack problem one wants to maximize the total value of objects that can
be put in a knapsack of some fixed capacity. A representation of a solution might be an array of
bits, where each bit represents a different object, and the value of the bit (0 or 1) represents
whether the object is in the knapsack. Not every such representation is valid, as the size of
objects may exceed the capacity of the knapsack. The fitness of the solution is the sum of
values of all objects in the knapsack if the representation is valid, or 0 otherwise.
In some problems, it is hard or even impossible to define the fitness expression; in these cases,
a simulation may be used to determine the fitness function value of a phenotype (e.g.
computational fluid dynamics is used to determine the air resistance of a vehicle whose shape is
encoded as the phenotype), or even interactive genetic algorithms are used.
Genetic Operators
The next step is to generate a second-generation population of solutions from those selected
through a combination of genetic operators: crossover (also called recombination), and
mutation.
For each new solution to be produced, a pair of "parent" solutions is selected for breeding from
the pool selected previously. By producing a "child" solution using the above methods of
crossover and mutation, a new solution is created which typically shares many of the
characteristics of its "parents". New parents are selected for each new child, and the process
continues until a new population of solutions of appropriate size is generated. Although
reproduction methods that are based on the use of two parents are more "biology inspired",
some research suggests that more than two "parents" generate higher quality chromosomes.
These processes ultimately result in the next generation population of chromosomes that is
different from the initial generation. Generally, the average fitness will have increased by this
procedure for the population, since only the best organisms from the first generation are
selected for breeding, along with a small proportion of less fit solutions. These less fit solutions
ensure genetic diversity within the genetic pool of the parents and therefore ensure the genetic
diversity of the subsequent generation of children.
Heuristics
In addition to the main operators above, other heuristics may be employed to make the
calculation faster or more robust. The speciation heuristic penalizes crossover between
candidate solutions that are too similar; this encourages population diversity and helps prevent
premature convergence to a less optimal solution.
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Termination
This generational process is repeated until a termination condition has been reached. Common
terminating conditions are:
 A solution is found that satisfies minimum criteria
 Fixed number of generations reached
 The highest-ranking solution's fitness is reaching or has reached a plateau such that
successive iterations no longer produce better results
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Software Requirements
Before playing around with the delivered datasets, make sure the following software is available
on your computer.
•

Autodesk Inventor Professional 2019
Used for the detailed fabrication parts and drawings

•

Autodesk Dynamo 2.1.0.6544 or +
Free open-source tool for the computational design and optimization of the
structure
More info on: http://www.dynamobim.org

•

Project Refinery 0.3.53 or +
Project Refinery allows users to perform design exploration including
optioneering and optimization workflows on Dynamo projects.
Read more here.

Dynamo Packages
Make sure the following packages are installed in Dynamo:
•

BIM4Struc.Productivity 2.1.3
Package that contains additional functionalities for structural design and
evaluation.
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Project Refinery
Project Refinery allows users to perform design exploration including optioneering and
optimization workflows on Dynamo projects.
Refinery uses the NSGA-II optimization algorithm (a type of genetic algorithm), which is a metaheuristic optimization algorithm for multi-objective optimization. Genetic algorithms are
commonly used to generate high-quality solutions to optimization and search problems by
relying on bio-inspired operators such as mutation, crossover and selection. A genetic algorithm
is a population-based optimization. Population-based approaches maintain and improve
multiple candidate solutions, often using population characteristics to guide the search. Each
round of the optimization processed in the genetic algorithm is called a generation. So, when
you set the generation value to 40, the process of selection, cross over, and mutation happens
40 times for each population of 40 designs. You can read more here. The seed simply says
where the algorithm should start. If you keep the seed at "64" and then do another run with the
same inputs you should get the same answer.

Important notes about Project Refinery:
•

Connects with Dynamo 2.0

•

Design Exploration software

•

Optioneering and Optimization workflows

•

Advanced results display

•

Syncing selected option back to Dynamo

•

Request access through this link: https://beta.autodesk.com/key/refinery
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Computational Design Workflow
Workflow description
In this workflow computational design techniques are used to generate, evaluate, evolve and
select the best fabrication configuration for a spatial truss structure. In this case the looping of a
rollercoaster.
Autodesk Dynamo is used to generate and evaluate the track geometry. Project Refinery is
applied for the genetic algorithm optimization and finally the geometry is synchronized to
Inventor for fabrication detailing.
Used Files
Generate and Optimize: Rollercoaster Optimization.dyn
Model Export: Rollercoaster Model Export & Input from Dynamo.xlsx

Input
The input parameters are driving the geometry and fabrication data. In the optimization routine
these are then driven automatically by Project Refinery.
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Geometry Definition
The center of the looping track geometry is defined by a mathematical formula. This formula is
defined in the custom node Looping Curve.dyf. This node needs to be placed in the same folder
of the .dyn script in order to work correctly.

On this nurbscurve, generated by the custom node, new points are generated according to
Curve Accuracy integer slider. These resulting points are translated based on the the Truss
Width and Truss Height input parameters, to form the skeleton lines of the splines that define
the looping.

Nurbscurves defining the skeleton of the looping splines
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As the 3 arcs represent the full looping, they need to be segmented for fabrication. This
segmentation is defined by the Max Arc Length double slider from the inputs group.

New points are generated and these are used to split the full looping nurbscurves into
fabrication segments.

Points at segments where total arc needs to be cut for fabrication
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The fabrication segments are used to generate new points based on the Max Truss Panel Width
double input parameter from the input group.

These new points are the base for generating lines for the struts between the arcs. The diagonal
lines are generated with the custom node V Bracings from the BIM4Struc.Productivity package.

Generation of struts between the fabrication arcs
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Visualization of the Geometry
Optionally you can visualize the skeleton geometry in Dynamo by adding solid pipes based on
the above generated arcs and lines. Their representation color can also be changed.

Make sure you switch off the preview of the non-colored solid geometry to see the best result.
The preview option is available in the contextual menu of each node in the Dynamo graph
(access by right-mouse click on a node)
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Design Evaluation
The generated geometry is evaluated in Dynamo to check it’s fabrication readiness. This is
done in a conceptual way by checking some specific geometrical properties, such as number of
elements, element variation, structure weight, …
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Genetic Algorithm Optimization with Refinery
The script can be run in a randomization (for brute-force search) or optimization process with
Project Refinery.
The inputs and outputs needed for Refinery need to be defined in the Dynamo script.
The inputs can be sliders. They need to be indicated as “Is Input” in the contextual menu of the
node (right-mouse click on the node).
The outputs need to be named Watch nodes. Naming the nodes can be done by double-clicking
the header and change the name. Besides that, the node needs to be set as “Is Output” in the
contextual menu of the node.
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Before you create a new study in Refinery, make sure the script has been executed manually
and the script is saved.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Open Refinery in Dynamo in the menu View > Refinery…
Select the Generation Method
Expand Inputs and choose which inputs participate in automated runs
Expand Outputs and choose what optimization criteria should be applied.
Expand Settings to define the generation criteria.
Click Generate to start the run.

In Refinery, use the icons at the top to choose the output visualization (diagram, table,
thumbnails, parallel coordinates diagram).
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By clicking one of the thumbnails or a scatter point in the diagram or a line in the table, the input
parameters in Dynamo change accordingly.
When the run method in Dynamo is set to Automatic, you can see immediate result in the
Dynamo graph canvas.

Important Note
When using the script with Project Refinery, the custom node ‘Looping Curve.dyf’needs to be
copied to the “Definitions” folder.
(C:\Users\[USER NAME]\AppData\Roaming\Dynamo\Dynamo Core\2.1\definitions)
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Export Model Data
In the script Rollercoaster –Model Export” the generated arcs and struts are prepared for export
to Excel. The export results are reused later for the generation of the geometry in Inventor.

Struts Data
The data for the strut geometries is composed of the (x,y,z) coordinates of the start and end
point of each line. When the data is collected, it needs to transposed to a list containing sublists
for each row in Excel.
The content of one sublist:
[0] Line name
[1] Point 1 (x)
[2] Point 1 (y)
[3] Point 1 (z)
[4] Point 2 (x)
[5] Point 2 (y)
[6] Point 2 (z)
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Arc Data
The datapoints for the arc are defined by their “fitpoints”. The number of points is defined by the
Max Truss Panel Width parameter at the Input group. The last arc can have less points,
depending on the arc division that has been made previously.

The transposed output for the splines is then composed of :
[0] Name of the arc
[1] Name of the fitpoint
[2] Fitpoint (x)
[3] Fitpoint (x)
[4] Fitpoint (x)
[5] Number of fitpoints per arc
Export data to Excel
The data for the struts and arcs are written to Excel in different sheets. These sheets are used
later for the import in Inventor. Make sure you reference to the right path for the Excel file.
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Synchronize Design Data
Once the data is exported from Dynamo to Excel, the results can be used in Inventor to
generate the geometry automatically using iLogic.
For the skeleton, a part file, called Base.ipt, is used. In that part file you can find a rule called
Input from Dynamo.

The content of this rule, are a combinations of routines that reads the excel file, compares it with
the current sketch geometry and adds new / removes non-existing / updates existing geometry.
To run the rule, use the right-mouse button and click on it, and choose “Run rule”.
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Sketch Definitions
In this part of the script the placeholders for the sketches are defined in case they don’t exist yet
in the part document. A separate sketch is defined for the “struts” and the “arcs”.

Splines
In the “Splines” section several For loops and If statements are performed to compare the data
from Excel with the existing geometry (if any).
This part reads the data from Excel and stores them into array variables.
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If arcs and corresponding workpoints (representing the fitpoints) exist in the Inventor part, they
are checked whether they also exist in the imported data. If not they are removed from the
Inventor sketch.
The 3D spline is recognized in Inventor by an Attribute set with the name as indicated in Excel.
This was done already in a previous run of the script when a sketchline was added.
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When the sketch is cleaned up, new geometry can be added or existing can be modified.
Adding new workpoints is done with the AddFixed command. Updating existing workpoints with
the SetFixed command.

When a workpoint is updated, the associated 3D spline adapts to it.
New workpoints are added to the oFitPoints Object Collection. This object collection is used for
the creation of a new spline.
Each new spline gets a AttributeSet assigned that has the name of the spline indicated in Excel.
This way, the spline can be identified afterwards.
Struts
The definition of the struts is done in a similar way as the Splines. Except for that no collection
of points is needed.
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Synchronization Progress
If you want to see the progress of the synchronization, than before running the rule, make sure
you open the Log window. Click on the + sign in the iLogic palette and choose for the “iLogic
Log”.
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Frame Fabrication Detailing Workflow
Frame Creation

In order to easily create the frame members of the same dimensions, it is advisable to make
only those skeletal features visible that should be connected to the frame members of those
dimensions. That way, it is easy to drag open a field and select all visible features and it is
unnecessary to deselect any unwanted frame members.
The Insert dialogue box specifies the Standard, Family, Size, Material, and Appearance of the
selected frame members. If you select a single frame member before you start the dialog box,
the default values of the selected frame member are used. Otherwise, the last-used values are
the defaults.
Standard
Specifies an engineering standard for the frame member.
Family
Specifies the frame member family (shape). The standard you specify determines the selection
list. Browse the Content Center for a family, and then select it.
Size
Specifies a size for the frame member. Expands and displays a list of frame members in the
Content Center for the family selected.
Select from the sizes listed from the family table.
Material
Specifies a material for the frame member.
Appearance
Specifies an appearance for the display of the frame member in the graphics window.
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After hitting Apply or OK, a new dialogue box opens
that creates and saves the frame assembly in the
browser hierarchy. All frame solving occurs under the
frame assembly.

New Frame File Name
Specifies the default or newly entered name for
the new frame assembly file.
New Frame File Location
Specifies the location of the folder created in the
project workspace for the new frame file. The
default file Location is <Parent assembly
directory>\<Parent assembly file name>\Frame\
New Skeleton File Name
Specifies the default or newly entered name for
the skeleton file.
New Skeleton File Location
Specifies the location of the new skeleton file.

The frame members are now all listed in the model browser and can be addressed individually, if needed.
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End Treatments in Frame Generator
In Frame Generator, several commands are available for modifying frame members and
applying end treatments. End treatments are accumulative, and can be mixed. For example,
you can apply miters or mixed end treatments to three frame members that meet to form a
corner.
You can reuse a straight frame member with its existing end treatment. If you want to reuse a
frame member but want a different end treatment, change the end treatment first and then reuse
the frame member. For a straight frame member with a miter on each end, such as an angled
beam between two opposite inside corners, the correct frame length computes automatically.
You can also cut treatments on curved or merged members. End treatments of an arc curved
frame are trimmed following the curve shape. End treatments of a spline curved frame are
trimmed through tangent direction. However, Miter does not support two curved or merged
beams. Curved or merged beams cannot be trimmed by or extend to a curved surface. Only
Notch supports Elliptical beams.
You can sketch a notch profile together with the base profile, and extrude the base profile. Next,
convert it to an iPart, select the notch profile when authoring the iPart, and publish it to Content
Center. Then you can apply the notch to cut another frame during the Notch process.
Note: If you create frame members using multiple edges and the Merge feature, you cannot
apply automatic end treatments to them with Frame Generator commands. Instead, you can
apply cuts and trims using standard modeling commands withinAutodesk Inventor to edit the
part directly.
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Mitering

To select and apply end treatments like mitering, it is equally recommended to turn the visibility
of frame members off, that might accidentally be selected. This makes for a more fluent working
experience and ensures the correct end treatments are applied to the right frame members.
Miter the ends of two or more frame members.
1.

On the ribbon, click Design tab

Frame panel

Miter .

2. Do one of the following:

3.
4.

•

Click to select a single pair of frame members to miter.

•

Click to select multiple frame members to miter. (New in Inventor 2019.2)
If single pair is enabled, click to select the first frame member to be miter cut. If multiple
is enabled, select all frame members to be miter cut.
If single pair is enabled, click to select the second frame member to be miter cut.

5. To replace an existing end treatment with the miter, select the check box for Delete existing
end treatments. Clear the check box if it is not necessary to delete an existing end
treatment.
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6. Select or enter a distance between the mitered cuts.
7. Click one of the miter types:
•

Miter cut symmetrically to miter both selected frame members at the same angle.

•

Miter cut at one side to miter one frame member only.
8. For a miter between two frame members of different sizes, you can specify a simple
angle cut at their intersection. Select the check box for Bi-sect Miter. The edges of the
frame members do not meet.
Bi-sect Miter selected

Bi-sect Miter cleared (default)

9. Click Apply.
10. Continue to apply miters to frame members as needed. When you finish, click OK.
Note: For a straight frame member with a miter on each end, such as an angled beam between
two opposite inside corners, the correct frame length computes automatically based on your
selections.
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Notching
Trim and extend two frame members at their ends.
1.

On the ribbon, click Design tab

Frame panel

Notch .

2.
3. Do one of the following:
•

Click to select a single pair of frame members to notch.

•

Click to select multiple frame members to notch.

4.

Click to select the frame member to receive the notch.

5.

Click to select the frame member that represents the shape of the notch.

6. If you intend to replace an existing end treatment with the cut, select the check box for
Delete existing end treatments. The end treatment is deleted before the command runs.
Clear the check box if it is not necessary to delete an existing end treatment.
7. Click Apply to notch the selected frame members together.

8. Continue to notch frame members as needed. When you finish, click OK.
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Bill of Material and Cut List
A detailed Bill of Materials (BOM) can automatically and easily
be generated, which is always linked with the frame assembly.
This drastically reduces possible errors in production.
In order to include the end treatments
in the BOM, it is necessary to Add
Custom iProperty Columns.
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These columns must be named exactly after the iProperties
of the frame members. This information can be found in the
Custom tab of the iProperties dialogue box.
Afterwards, these custom names (e.g. “CUTDETAIL1”) will
be displayed in the BOM, which makes manufacturing the
frame members a lot easier.

BOM including Cut Details
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